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Abstract

A simulated human model called Cognitive and Action Modeling of Erring Operator (CAMEO) has
been developed. CAMEO is designed to be utilized as a platform for evaluating human-machine interfaces
including CSS. Based on experimental studies and computer simulation summarized in this paper, it may be
possible to conclude that CAMEO is reasonably valid for predicting some typical cognitive difficulties that
human operators might experience in supervisory control environments.

INTRODUCTION

Simulated human models have increasingly been recognized as a useful vehicle in cognitive
systems engineering. [1] They allow us to look into context-driven interactions between human and
situations which are believed to be a major determinant of human performance. [2, 3] They also provide
us with practical merits including the repeatability and the ability to allow parametric studies which are
not necessarily easy to obtain in empirical approaches. A evaluation tool for human-machine interfaces
incorporating such a simulated human model called Cognitive and Action Modeling of Erring Operator
(CAMEO ) is under development. [4, 5] CAMEO is designed to simulate the behavior of a supervisory
operator working in process control environments.

CAMEO
Framework

Based on a widely accepted model of human information processing, CAMEO is composed of
six "functional modules"; perception & recognition (P&R), decision-making (DM), action (ACT),
working memory (WM), long-term memory (LTM), and attention resource controller (ARC). P&R has
two "task modules;" auditory (P&R-A) and visual (P&R-V). P&R-A and P&R-V receives intruding
auditory signals (e.g. alerting sounds) and visual signals (e.g. flushing alarm lights), respectively. In
addition, PR&-V collects visual signals necessary for reasoning by DM. DM has four task modules;
vigilance (DM-V), diagnosis (DM-D), response selection (DM-RS), and confirmatory evaluation (DM-
CE). DM-V serves three functions; the acknowledgment of cued information (e.g. flushing alarm
lights), routine vigilance, and the evaluation of feedback of control actions. DM-D identifies a failure
mode. DM-RS selects responses to be implemented by ACT. DM-CE evaluates the conclusion of
DM-D or DM-RS. ACT selects a set of actions corresponding to a response selected by DM-RS and
implements the actions as specified. WM is a kind of pad shared by other functional modules (except
LTM) for recording or communicating information. LTM stores sets of knowledge used by DM and
ACT. It is this knowledge which task designers evaluate with CAMEO/TAT. ARC supplies resources
to P&R, DM, and ACT.

Reasoning Processes

In every computational cycle, ARC supplies resources to P&R, DM, and ACT. The amount of
resources supplied to each module is determined on demand. All the modules may receive sufficient
resources when the total amount of resources is larger than the sum of resources demanded. When the
total amount of resources is not enough, there will be a module or modules which cannot receive
sufficient resources. Resources are supplied through a trade-off mechanism which is governed by
situational and individual factors (i.e. policy).
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P&R-A or P&R-V receives and stores cue signals in a buffer. Then it sends a cue to DM
which carries information on a relevant task and subjects together with their scores. Here, scores refer
to the importance of the relevant task and subjects. Since more than one cue signal may be received by
P&R-A and P&R-V, DM may receive many cues in a computational cycle.

DM uses two task switching mechanisms to select the next task to be attended; opportunistic
task switching mechanism and temporary task switching mechanism. An assumption that underlies
these task switching mechanisms is that actual task sequences are dynamically determined through
interactions between functional requirements/constraints and operator's characteristics (e.g. job
knowledge, policies, traits), rather than by formally described task structure alone. The process is
assumed to be inherently interactive and opportunistic. The initial selection is made by the
opportunistic task switching mechanism. It calculates a "transition priority score" for each task and
selects one with the highest score as "primary task." Transition priority scores are calculated in terms of
(1) scores from P&R-A or P&R-V, (2) scores from a decision made in DM itself in a previous
computational cycle, and (3) scores reflecting operator's policies. Depending on situations, the first two
scores may change dynamically. On the other hand the last one is assumed to be a fixed value. When a
primary task is selected, the temporary task switching mechanism may be activated randomly. When it
is activated, the primary task is replaced with one having the second highest score (i.e. "temporary
task"). How frequent this activation may happen depends on the assumption about operator's traits.
The next step is the selection of a "subject" which refers to a specific concept or task to be evaluated
(e.g. LOCA, Confirm Start-up of Pump X). A subject having the highest score in the primary or
temporary task is selected as one which is of current interest. The final step is the evaluation of subject
which starts with the selection of a knowledge-strategy file specifying a knowledge set and a strategy.
Two types of strategies are available; pattern matching and good-bad mapping. It is assumed that the
latter requires more resources. The initial selection is done by default. If no conclusion was obtained
in previous computational cycles with the default selection, a different file may be selected. Usually,
one associated with a more elaborate knowledge set or strategy is selected. A selected knowledge set is
evaluated under the control of the associated strategy. Information necessary for the evaluation is
collected through P&R-V. When a conclusion is obtained, a cue is generated which will be evaluated in
a subsequent computational cycle in the calculation of the transition priority score. Note, if no
conclusion is obtained by the temporary task, the primary task will automatically resume as a primary
task in the next computational cycle.

When ACT receives a cue from DM-RS, it begins to search for the relevant action file in which
a series of specific action steps to be implemented are specified. When the relevant action file is found
and action steps implemented, ACT sends a cue to DM so that the feedback of control actions will be
confirmed.

Error-inducing Mechanisms

When resources supplied by ARC are less than necessary, erroneous tendencies begin to
appear. Each module shows specific forms of erroneous tendencies. (Note that errors may of course
occur if operational knowledge or rules are incorrect even when sufficient resources are supplied. Also
note that the task switching mechanisms may give considerable influences on the behavior of CAMEO.
Depending on situations, however, they may work favorably or unfavorably.)

When resources are in short, less salient auditory or visual signals begin to receive less
attention from P&R-A or P&R-V. This results in the decrease in the number of signals received by
P&R-A or P&R-V. This may cause important cue signals to be overlooked. It also happens to P&R-V
that it cannot collect visual signals requested by DM. This results in the failure of updating
corresponding information stored in WM, leading DM to rely on old pieces of information which could
be incorrect. When a primary or temporary task being attended in DM cannot receives sufficient
resources, it begins to search for a functionally similar knowledge-strategy file which it can afford with
available resources. This may results in the utilization of a potentially inappropriate knowledge set,
leading DM to make an incorrect judgment.
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When ACT is not supplied with sufficient resources, it begins to search for a functionally
similar action file which it can afford. This may results in the utilization of a potentially inappropriate
knowledge set, leading ACT to implement incorrect action steps. ACT may omit conditional action
steps which need to be implemented prior to goal-relevant action steps. This may happen when a
similar action file cannot be found.

The mechanism that leads DM and ACT to search for an "affordable" solution overlaps with
ideas that Reason calls "similarity matching" and "frequency gambling." It also accounts for a
commonly observable tendency to adopt incomplete but functionally sufficient solutions as a "quick
cure" when overloaded. The omission or violation of conditional steps is also a tendency that can be
seen everywhere. It should be noted that operators are not free from these ubiquitous tendencies.

VALIDATION OF CAMEO [6]

Using the same tasks, we compared erroneous behavior observed in experimental setting and
those simulated by CAMEO. A simplified power plant similar to typical two-loop pressurized water
reactor was used as a test bed. Two types of tasks were analyzed; diagnosis and anomaly detection.

It was assumed the level of training differed among three malfunctions used for diagnostic
tasks; (1) loss of coolant accident (LOCA), (2) closed-stuck charging flow control valve, and (3)
channel failure of pressurizer level sensor. The three anomaly detection tasks used involved (1) the
verification of successful startup of AFW pumps, (2) the detection of failure of automatic start-up of
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps following a reactor trip, and (3) the detection of trip of AFW pumps
after successful automatic start-up of the pumps following a reactor trip. It was expected that the
pump trip was much more difficult to detect because operators would not focus their attention on AFW
pumps after having verified their successful automatic start-up.

Using a compact experimental facility, we gave the above tasks to subjects and observed their
behavior. Two video recorders were used to record subject's behavior. Li addition, a computerized
logger was used to record the status of major process parameters & components, alarms, and manual
control actions.

Ten male college or graduate school students were used as subjects. All of them were
specialized in scientific or engineering disciplines. Each subject underwent the three diagnosis tasks
first and then the three anomaly detection tasks with appropriate intervals for rest given in between.
The order of tasks were randomized across subjects. The subjects were not allowed to monitor
instruments on the control board until an initiating cue was activated. The initiating cue for the
diagnostic tasks was the "Pressurizer Low Level alarm," and for the anomaly detection tasks the
"Reactor Trip First-out alarm (i.e. RT due to steam generator low level)."

Preceding the tasks, they were familiarized with the plant through the normal start-up operation
and some accident operations. To conform to the assumption made of training level, LOCA was
trained repeatedly and the valve failure a few times. The general problem-solving strategy for
identifying channel failure was trained with a channel failure of steam generator level sensor. No
subject was trained with the channel failure of pressurizer level sensor.

The following results were obtained:

- As expected, the channel failure appeared to be significantly more difficult to diagnose than other
twos. No difference was found between LOCA and the valve failure.

- As expected, no significant difference was found between the reference and the detection of failure
of automatic pump start-up. On the other hand, the detection of pump trip appeared to be
significantly more difficult than the reference.
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CAMEO Simulation.

Using CAMEO, we conducted a series of simulation for the three diagnostic tasks and the three
anomaly detection tasks. The following results were obtained: Note r-min refers to the minimum R
below which erroneous tendencies begin to appear):

- LOC A was associated with the lowest r-min, suggesting that it was easiest. On the other hand, the
channel failure appeared to be associated with a lower r-min than the valve failure. This may look
contradictory with the experimental result. However, when the total resource R becomes smaller,
it appeared that CAMEO begins to fail in identifying the channel failure. This is due to the failure
of detecting channel mismatch: There is not enough resource for detecting the mismatch.

- The detection of pump trip was associated with the largest r-min. Contrary to the expectation, the
r-min associated with the detection of failure of automatic pump start-up appeared to be smaller
than that associated with the verification of normal pump start-up. Closer look at simulation logs
revealed, however, that the evaluation criterion used for the simulation only looked at the
successful detection of pump failure, not at the successful conduct of all other verification tasks.
This means that the detection itself can successfully be done with smaller resources, at the
sacrifice of other tasks. If other tasks are required to be complete, r-min associated with the
failure of automatic pump start-up should be the same as or could be slightly larger than that
associated with the verification of normal pump start-up.

It is clear from the above results that erroneous behavior predicted by CAMEO is consistent
with erroneous behavior observed in the experiment. The only inconsistent result was the lower r-min
associated with the identification of the channel failure. However, as explained previously, CAMEO
predicts the failure of the identification when the total resources R becomes smaller. This seems
consistent with the fact that subjects were novices, and the task must have been fairly difficult for them.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A simulated human model called CAMEO has been developed. CAMEO is designed to be
utilized as a platform for evaluating human-machine interfaces including CSS. Based on experimental
studies and computer simulation summarized in this paper, it may be possible to conclude that CAMEO
is reasonably valid for predicting some typical cognitive difficulties that human operators might
experience in supervisory control environments. Further studies need to be carried out on the
evaluation of human-machine interfaces including CSS.
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